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Is a 1.8GHz software

defined broadband network possible?
By Premton Bogaj, VP, HFC Networks, Technetix
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Working from home, the evolution of the digital world
means our network capacity must grow, latency needs
to be reduced and quality must improve.
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Technetix has a range of 1.8GHz solutions to overcome these
challenges much more efficiently, working smarter instead
of harder and, perhaps most importantly, they can do so
without the use of diplex filters. Active equipment that does
not use diplex filters is groundbreaking innovation in an HFC
network and makes it possible to implement flexi-split while
dramatically reducing power consumption.
A Distributed Gain Architecture network, as proposed by
Technetix, can also define the downstream and upstream
capacity depending on demand. Ultimately, it is the
communication between the Remote MAC PHY/Remote PHY
device and the cable modem that will decide how to assign

For more information, visit www.technetix.com
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